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Abstract
We propose to calculate bosonic and fermionic determinants with some general
eld background, and the corresponding 1-loop eective actions by evaluating random
walk worldline loops on the lattice. This is illustrated by some numerical calculations





The discussion of bosonic and fermionic determinants in some background and of the
related 1-loop eective action is most transparent in the worldline/relativistic particle
formalism [1]-[3]. The Euler-Heisenberg eective action of a constant electromagnetic eld
[4], for instance, can be presented very elegantly in this way [3]. Also for general gauge
eld backgrounds this formulation is very helpful allowing for an economical inverse mass
(derivative) expansion to high order [5]. For background elds like an instanton, sphaleron
or a bounce solution used in tunneling problems the evaluation of a derivative expansion [6]
and alternatively the approach based on solutions for the eigenvalue spectrum [7] are rather
sophisticated. The nonabelian gauge eld groundstate background in 3- and 4-dimensional
QCD and in the hot electroweak theory is even less accessible to an analytical treatment.
For instance, the discussion of a nonperturbative magnetic and tachyonic mass in 3- and
4-dimensional SU(2) theory is very dicult even if one uses simplied assumptions about
the gauge eld vacuum [8]. Finally, we should notice that 2-loop eective actions are also
accessible [9, 3, 10]
In this paper we consider the numerical evaluation of quantum eld theoretical de-
terminants in the worldline formalism using lattice methods. We consider the bosonic
determinant in a gauge eld background

















































where the worldline sum (here already in the euclidean formulation adequate for the lattice
analysis) is over all closed paths and trP indicates path ordering. In proceeding to the
lattice formulation of the problem it is natural to consider the loops on the same (usually
hypercubic) lattice, on which the general gauge eld congurations are generated. This
appears to be dicult if one wants to enforce the expf− ∫ T0 dτ _x24 g weight for randomly
chosen paths, as proposed in an interesting recent paper [11]. However, as is well known,
random walk paths automatically implement the above integral weight of the free particle
propagation on a worldline [12]. The expression (1) can thus be discretized on a D-
























where dimensionfull quantities are understood as given in units of the lattice scale a









Here fωL(x)g is the set of all closed lattice paths with length jωLj = L obtained by random
walk (RW) starting and ending at x, and we have written down explicitely the random
walk \measure" (2D)−L (to be implemented by the actual RW procedure). The mass
dependence e−m2T could be also obtained by a random walk weight but we prefer to keep
this dependence explicite. Ul are link variables.
Chapter 2 describes the procedure how to generate closed loops and how the case
without interaction converges to the well-known continuum result. In expression (2) we can
insert some (quasi) classical background gauge eld Aµ discretized by lattice connections
U . This we will do for a constant magnetic eld in chapter 3. This case allows comparison
with the well-known Euler-Heisenberg action in its worldline formulation. We also treat
the case of constant SU(2) elds in two perpendicular 2-planes in four dimensions which
has a topological meaning [13]. The case of a constant magnetic eld in a half space
treated in ref. [11] is also discussed.
For a quantum gauge eld vacuum the action Γdiscr(A) has to be inserted into a gauge






















with the discretized Yang-Mills action SY M . In the case of a further eld φ in the back-
ground coupling to the loop a term V 00(φ(x)) has to be introduced in the discretized
worldline action and further weights the sum over random paths. These 1-loop actions
in a general background are our real goal to be accomplished in future work. Chapter 4
presents a nal discussion and an outlook to the case of spin in the loop, in particular to
fermionic determinants.
2 The lattice loop ensemble
As remarked in the introduction, see (2), we use random walk to produce a loop ensemble









which is the discretized form of the corresponding factor in (1). In reconstructing the








(the factor (2D)−L is implicit in the RW generation). From now on we denote by fωg,
fωLg the ensemble of loops as it is produced by the random walk procedure, that is, with
the multiplicities with which the loops are generated in the actual procedure.
In the following we work in D = 3 and D = 4 and use an fω(xµ = 1)g ensemble of up
to 600000 (250000) loops on lattices of NxNyNz(Nt) with Nµ = 12, 16, 24 and 32,
and periodic boundary conditions. In generating the loops we specify a maximal number of
trials (e.g., 2000000 for the 323 lattice) for each given number of steps (between 4 and 180).
We start the random walk at the point xµ = 1 of the periodic lattice and collect the loops
3
which after the prexed number of steps have returned to xµ = 1, indierently of possible
self-crossings or retracing. Subsequently the loops are centered at the point xµ = 1 by
appropriate shifting. The whole procedure is very fast. The x-dependence of L(A,x) (1)
is obtained by accordingly shifting the loops of the fω(xµ = 1)g ensemble as a whole. The
full loop ensemble, that is, the x-summation
∑
x2D in (2), is approximated by considering
suciently many random translations of each of the loops of the fω(xµ = 1)g ensemble
(for homogeneous eld congurations this is, of course, redundant). To improve the loop
ensemble we can implement random rotations of the loops (before translations). Since the










Figure 1: Number of closed loops of length L, nL vs L generated by random walk in D = 3
and D = 4 dimensions, normalized to 2 (2pi/D)−D/2/(nr. of trials) (the factor 2 appears
because on the cubic lattices we only have even loop lengths).
For a free theory (Ul = 1 above) the contribution of the RW-loops of length L is pro-
portional to their number, nL (which counts the dierent loops with their multiplicities).
From (1) we have:
nL ’ T−D/2 / L−D/2 (7)
for large L { this well known relation can be seen by choosing A = 0, m = 0 in (1) and
rescaling τ ! τT, xµ ! xµ
p
T . In Fig. 1 we show the nL distribution for D = 3 and 4.
We observe the very good agreement with (7) for large L and the systematic deviations
for small L.
In the following we shall use nL (instead of L−D/2) to normalize the loop contributions
when necessary, to improve on the systematic errors.
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3 Special configurations
For a rst test of our approach we use special gauge eld congurations: a constant
magnetic eld in full or half space and a constant topological charge density.
3.1 Homogeneous fields
For homogeneous eld congurations the continuum path integral can be analytically eval-
uated to give the well known Euler-Heisenberg-Schwinger Lagrangian (here in euclidean
space-time):

















~E2 + ~B2 −
√






~E2 + ~B2 +
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(~E2 + ~B2)2 − 4(~E ~B)2
]
(9)
Of course before performing the T integration one has to renormalize, i.e. to subtract the





















, nx = 1, . . . , N^x = Nx, (12)
all other links being 1. This provides a eld
bx = 2pikx/N^x, by = 2piky/N^y, b = bx + by, (13)
where kx, ky are integers, as required by the periodic boundary conditions.
In Figs. 2 and 3 (left hand plot) we show the quantity:




















For small elds the points fall well together and reproduce the continuum result (15).
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(x/8)/sinh(x/8)
Figure 2: Contributions of loops of given length, F (L, b) vs x  bL, in a homogeneous
magnetic eld b for various b in units of pi/8 on a 323 lattice in D = 3 (left plot) and in
units of pi/6 on a 244 lattice in D = 4 (right plot).
potential, hence indirectly the lattice spacing. For large elds deviations are seen on small
lattices, which should be explained by lattice artifacts and signal the departure from the
continuum. Notice that the data in the gures are plotted against bL, therefore for large
b we see the small L contributions.













, nt = 1, . . . ,Nt, (17)
all other links being 1. We take Nµ = N and
ky = kt = k; b = 2pik/N (18)









homogeneously distributed over the lattice. We calculate
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Figure 3: Contributions of loops of given length, F (L, b) vs x  bL for various lattices N4
in D = 4: in a homogeneous magnetic eld b (b in units of 4pi/N) (left plot) and in a eld
of constant topological charge density q = b
2
8pi2 , b in units of 2pi/N (right plot).
3.2 Magnetic field in a half space
Let us consider now a magnetic eld in D = 3 in a half space (x-direction) pointing into




















where the ωiL(x) are obtained from the ω
i
L(1) centered at the point xµ = 1 (and hence
conned in a radius  pL around this point) by translation by x lattice units in the
x−direction.
We denote





nLF (L, b,m, x) (23)
















2 f(λ1, λ2, µ, ξ). (24)
where x0 (ξ = 0) is the separation between the regions with and without magnetic eld.
We illustrate in Fig. 4 the test of this scaling relation. We nd out that it is rather well
fullled if we take x0 = Nx2 + 0.5 { notice, that according to (12,13) the eld extends with
half strength in the region Nx2 ,
Nx
2 + 1 before vanishing.
On physical grounds, see also [11], we expect
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x : 180, b=1, m=0
x : 180, b=2, m=0
x : 180, b=3, m=0
x : 180, b=4, m=0
Figure 4: Scaling propagator f(λ1, λ2, µ, ξ) eq. (24) for µ = 0, various b (in units of pi/16).
Left plot: f vs ξ for various summation intervals λ1 − λ2. Right plot: f vs λ1 for µ = 0,
λ2 = 180 and ξ = −5 (non-vanishing eld region).
In the actual calculation we have 0 < λ1,2 < 1 and discretization artifacts, which bring
systematic errors on M . On Fig. 4, right hand plot, we illustrate the dependence of f on
λ1; M itself, however, appears less sensitive { see Fig. 4, left hand plot, and Fig. 5. In
Fig. 5 we show the \eective mass"



















We observe reasonably good scaling, at least for not too large b and m (where small
loops dominate and therefore the discretization artifacts are enhanced). Notice that the
m > 0 results continue nicely to the m = 0 ones, indicating that we do not need to
take extrapolations but can directly work at m = 0. We read o from these gures
M(0) = 1.7  0.2. The error is estimated from the sensitivity to the other parameters.
Since we expect statistical errors to be smaller than this we did not attempt a jack knife
analysis. Note that our result for M(0) is about a factor 2 larger than that of ref. [11].
This disagreement is beyond the estimated error.
To understand the roots of the systematic error we observe that in order to perform
the T integral, we need reliable estimates over the full T range. Consider the simpler case
of a constant eld in the full space: For small T below T = 2D (or, respectively, T =
3
2D in
the spirit of a Riemann sum) corresponding to our smallest path with L = 4 the integrand
factor (bT/ sinh bT − 1) can be safely approximated by −16(bT )2 for bT < 1. For large
paths with L  LMax = 10D/b corresponding to bT  5 the bT/ sinh bT can be neglected
against -1 in the integrand, i.e. we only need paths in the outer eld below LMax. The
integrand above TMax = LMax/2D is easily evaluated (as well as the corresponding L sum
producing a ζ function). Both estimates indicate that the integrand at small and large L
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Figure 5: Eective mass Me(λ1, λ2, µ, ξ) eq. (26) for various summation intervals λ1 − λ2
and various b (in units of pi/16): vs ξ for µ = 0 (left plot) and vs µ2, ξ ’ 0.5 (right plot).
4 Discussion and Conclusions
We have introduced the Random Walk Worldline method and given examples for rather
simple eective actions for constant gauge elds. A more exciting application would be
to lattice discretized nontrivial eld congurations like instantons, sphalerons, bounce
solutions.
We had a scalar particle in the loop but it is very simple to change to fermions and
gauge bosons, just adding a spin term in the worldline Lagrangian containing the outer
eld [3]. In the case of a (nonabelian) gauge eld background spin 1/2 corresponds to a
term iσµνFµν , spin 1 to 2i Fµν (Feynman gauge). These terms add knots to the Wilson
loop and can be discretized as U -plaquettes UµUνU+µ U
+
ν to be joined to the path ωL in all
possible ways with a σµν or 2-factor at the conjunction for spin 1/2 or spin 1, respectively.
E.g. the Euler-Heisenberg formula for fermions is thus obtained from the bosonic case very
easily. There is an overall Dirac and color trace for fermions and a Lorentz and color trace
for gauge bosons in the loop. The latter of course require U -connections in the adjoint rep-
resentation. The spin term can be further modied by introducing Grassmann variables.
This is very useful in analytical calculations, in particular if worldline supersymmetry is
used [14], [3]. Also scalar/pseudoscalar and axial vector couplings to spin 1/2 fermions
can be treated that way. In a numerical evaluation it might not be equally eective. Up
to now we preferred to stay with the original spin term.
Even more interesting is the application of the method in the case of a fluctuating gauge
eld background in 3- and 4-dimensional QCD and 3-dimensional thermal electroweak
theory. This leads to genuine nonperturbative phenomena.





















where we use the ensemble of loops generated by random walk. Varying β we tune the
lattice spacing. The size of the lattice should be chosen such as to accommodate the loops
which contribute signicantly to (27).
Of course one can discuss strongly interacting gauge theories like QCD fully with
lattice methods. Still it is a relevant question how the elementary fermion/gauge eld
propagators (here in a loop) are deformed in presence of such backgrounds. The answer
might allow a semianalytical treatment of some aspects.
In this context the discussion of chiral symmetry breaking seems to be most promising.
For our simple case of a constant B-eld this is easy to explain in an analytical treatment:
calculate e.g. in d = 3 with the Banks-Casher formula for the fermion in the loop




























This of course is well known [15]. A discretization in case of a fluctuating gauge eld
background appears to be very promising [16]. One also may like to develop some modied
perturbation theory with an IR cuto like in the stochastic vacuum model [17] and thus
discuss a \magnetic gauge boson mass" [8], perhaps with a tachyonic component, in this
context.
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